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426 Windsor Rd
BAULKHAM HILLS
NSW2153
Tel (02) 639 3529

Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should
be accompanied by the contributer's
name, address and HGFA number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other
contributions is vested in each of the
authors in respect of their contribution.
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YOUR LIFE!
THREE CHOICES
Currently you have three Parachutes
to choose from
1)

BULLET AUSTRALIAN MADE

5425

2) PRO LITE American Made

5420

3) PARALOGIC 5th African Made

$395

The BULLET IS AUSTRALIAN MADE and
available direct or through H/G Agents .
The Prolite is sold by Skysoaring Industries.
The Para logic is sold by Aerial Technics/Moyes.
So you have a choice . But how to choose?
Price? (They are all within $30 in price).
Performance? Size? Weight? They are similar.
Naturally we would like you to buy our Parachute, not just because its
AUSTRALIAN but because it offers you top value .

**
*
**
*
**
*
**
*

Its guaranteed for 12 months against faulty materials and workmanship .
Has a published rate of descent for a given load.
Is backed by a company with 20 years of Parachute knowledge.
Produced to AS1822 Total Quality Control.
Offers a free integrity inspection and repack if used in an emergency.
Can be repaired locally using the originally specified materials .
Can be fitted into a remote deploy kit if you decide to do aerobatics .
Uses the latest materials to reduce weight and bulk .
Weighs only 3 lb.
In stock for immediate shipment.
Packed free ready to use with inner bag .
Free owners manual.

So when you decide you need a Parachute ask for BULLET by name.
AUSTRALIAN MADE for Australian Conditions.

PA

R

AC
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AUS T RA

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA
55 PHILPOTT ST, MARRICKVILLE N.S.w. 2204
TEL: (02) 519 1333 TLX: 72658 PARAUS
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"As a kid I had a dream. I dreamt that I
could fly. I dreamt it so often and vividly
that I knew it really was possible to make
that dream come true". Bill Moyes gives his
boyish grin. "I know that something can be
done before I do it and when I do it, it
works."
"When I had those vivid flying dreams as a kid, I didn't fly
like Superman with my arms out in front of me. Nor did I
flap my wings to fly. I wasn't a bird. I was a boy with wings. I
used to sit on the cliffs overlooking the beach and watch the
seagulls skimming by and marvel at the aerodynamics of
their design. I still watch birds. Galahs do the most
spectacular acrobatics. It's their speciality. They have short
wings in the same way as all aerobatic planes have short
wings. But galahs can fold them up close to their body when
they go through branches. We can learn much from birds. I
used to lie there and watch them and feel sure it was
possible for me to fly like that. Other people of course said
that it couldn't be done. But whenever someone says
something can't be done, that's when I have to do it."
Bill proved the certainty of this optimistic view of life by
being the unbeaten, world-champion kite-flyer for six years,
between 1967 and 1973. During that time he held every
record for height and distance and won every competition.
Bill was born at Bronte, one of Sydney's southern beach
suburbs. He left school at the end of fifth year. "I didn't
enjoy school much. It was a waste of good fishing time."
In those early days, there was only one other person flying
apart from Bill. The other person was John Dickinson. He
had built a Rogallo Wing, based in design on the kite that
had been developed by the American National Aeronautics
and Space Administration as a possible means of bringing
spacecraft back to earch. This was in 1967 and the US Space
Program was just getting under way. As it eventuated, the
wing was never used for its original purpose, but it did act as
a springboard for a whole new sport and leisure ind ustry.
Bill quickly realised that the kite was the answer to making
his childhood flying dreams come true. "Every week I would

Bill flying the Grand Canyon.

build a new one in the workshop, changing and modifying
the design to improve its aerodynamics. " Bill has no formal
training at all in aerodynamics. Instead, he has something
far more valuable: an instinctive understanding that he has
developed by avid reading and keeping an open mind .
"The first kites I made flapped like rags. Then someone
suggested that I should read High Speed Sailing, an
American book about sailing on ice. I picked up a lot of
good tricks from that book about battens and airfoil shapes
and flexibility. I just kept on experimenting until I got it
right."
Bill's auto electricians business at Waverley was now well
enough established to allow him to devote some time to
flying. At this point he had no intention of making money
from flying. "It was good enough just to be able to get up
there."
In 1967, within six weeks of first taking to the air, Bill
astounded aeronautical experts when he flew his wing to 321
metres over Tuggerah Lake on the central coast of New
South Wales. This made him the first man in the world to fly
a man-carrying kite to over 300 metres and also gave him
the world altitude record .
5
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Australian
Birdman,
he
thrilled
audiences by being towed up behind a
dune buggy and then cutting loose and
executing graceful spins and turns on
the flight down to earth.
If it was good enough for Australia, it

was good enough for the world. So Bill
found himself an agent in America
and began touring. "At one stage I was
the highest-paid thrill-show performer
in the USA."
It was one of these showground
displays that almost cost Bill his life.
"We were doing the North Dakota
show and the buggy that was towing
me took off too fast and the kite
climbed too quickly. It flipped over.
There was nothing I could do to avoid
the accident. I knew it was going to
happen. All I could try to do was
protect myself as much as possible
when I landed. I fell from 100 metres
and that's too low to be able to regain
any control. I don't remember the
impact."

Bill making a fairground landing in Italy, 1968

To begin with, Bill used
his
considerable skill as a water-skier to
launch himself into the air while being
towed behind a speedboat. "The main
problem with this method is that you
are dependent on the skill of the boat
driver to pull you at just the right
speed. Too slow and you can't get
airborne. Too fast and you go up at too
steep an angle and cannot avoid
flipping over. Then there's always the
risk that the tow-rope will snap before
you're safely airborne."
Bill had quite a few spills in Botany Bay
but
nothing
dampened
his
enthusiasm. Always willing to take
risks in an attempt to find new
methods, Bill then tried launching
himself from a motorbike; riding along
the sand with the kite strapped to his
back until he got up enough speed to
become airborne. Someone else was
left to collect the runaway bike!
That idea didn't work, but undeterred
and even though he wasn't as good on
snow skis as he was on water skis, Bill
put himself in the record books in the
winter of '67 as the first person ever to
ski off Mount Crackenback in the
Australian Alps. He flew his kite down
over the ski resort of Thredbo and
6

came to land none too softly in the
snow.
Early in 1968, on Lake Ellesmere in
New Zealand, he attached himself to a
3000 metre cable behind a speed boat
and took the world altitude record to
883 metres. Then in 1969 he made an
attempt to fly from Sydney to Brisbane,
a distance of about 1000 kilometres.
He was towed in the air by a boat that
struggled along in the open sea for 304
kilometres until huge waves swamped
the vessel and opened her up. The
attempt had to be abandoned after six
hours and 55 minutes. This mad effort
gave Bill the Australian Endurance
Record.

"For three days it was touch and go,
and then I regained consciousness and
started to mend. I had a crushed
pelvis, several broken ribs, injuries to
my knees, and my teeth had taken a
battering. I was in hospital for two
weeks and I was laid up for another
month, but after that I could get
around if I wore a corset. 1 actually
won the North American Championships that year wearing a corset."
On another of his increasingly
frequent visits to the United States, Bill
decided to jump off into the Grand
Canyon!
"I knew it would be a tricky flight," Bill
says in a classic understatement. This
vast ancient tear in the earth's crust is

Even more daring and dangerous was
the plane tow behind a Piper Supercub
in 1971 in Amery, Wisconsin. This was
the first successful plane tow anywhere
in the world and no-one has ever
managed to repeat the feat.
Bill's interest was now an allconsuming passion. To promote the
burgeoning sport as well as to satisfy
his own innate showmanship, he
started
giving
spectacular
demonstrations of his skill. For big
outdoor shows Bill donned a flashy
white jumpsuit and, billed as The

1968 saw introduction of long and intermediate battens. The latter made of
paddle pop sticks sewn in by Molly!!
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In 1982, Bill and his son Steve, who by
then had supplanted his father in
competitions and records, climbed
Africa's highest peak, the 5800 metre
Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania, and
flew their kites from the summit down.
The film of this exploit was called
"Birdmen of Kilimanjaro".

almost three kilometres deep and it
acts as a wind tunnel where winds and
currents are fluky. But weather wasn't
the only hazard.
Arizona National
Park Rangers got wind of what Bill
planned to do and warned him that it
was illegal. Bill ignored the warning
and at the end of his eight minute,
seven and a half kilometre long flight
down to the Colorado River they
arrested Bill and a couple of his backup team. They were kept in gaol for a
couple of days and fined $500. But he
had done it. The first person ever to do
it and until now no-one else had done
it either.

Because Bill was the father of hanggliding he was constantly approached
by other pilots for advice and help with
their sails, and so it seemed natural
that he should start manufacturing
and selling complete kites. Part of his
auto-electrical workshop was set aside
for this purpose, and as the sport grew,
Bill's business grew along with it.
Within just 10 years it has developed
so much that Moyes kites are now sold
internationally and recognised as
among the very best in the world .

another
Back
in
Australia
miscalculated tow at the Melbourne
Show again caused him to flip over and
fall like a stone. Still attached to his
kite, he plummeted into an adjacent
carpark and onto the parked cars.
Again his pelvis was broken, but this
time he had it strapped up, then put on
his corset and was back performing in
the show the following day. "I went
straight from there to do the Perth
Show where I had another bit of a
bump and I remember that was pretty
painful."
Altogether Bill had five really big falls
but he also had a personal goal he
wanted to achieve. "I wanted to hold
all the hang-gliding records in the
world at the same time before I turned

Queenscliff Surf Spectacular 1969,
- note early prone harness.

year these distances increased. And
every year new launch sites were
discovered by the hang gliding
fraternity all around the country.

Bill's pioneer adventuring in the air
has not gone unremarked.
The
Russian Government has awarded him
a Bronze Medal for his services to
sport. From Britain came a Silver
Jubilee Medal and in 1980 the
Australian Royal Aero Club gave him
the Oswald Watt Gold Medal for
Dedication to Aviation. He is thus in
select company because Charles
Kingsford Smith was also given the
Oswald Watt Medal.

40."

His fortieth birthday was in July 1972
and Bill made his goal. In March of
that year he took off from Canowindra
in central New South Wales under a
hot-air balloon. At 3500 metres, then a
world-record height, he cut loose and
flew a record-breaking distance of 33
kilometres.
The achievement was
captured on film for the award-winning
television documentary "A Boy with
Wings."
In the early seventies hang-gliding
gained enormous popularity.
At
weekends the sand hills around Botany
Bay and north of Sydney on Palm
Beach became launching pads for
scores of would-be birdmen. The more
daring jumped from the cliffs at the
northern Sydney beach suburb of
Newport and
the real
experts
discovered the perfect wind conditions
at Stanwell Park between Sydney and
Wollongong, where the currents off
the face of the 200 metre cliff-face
made it possible to fly for long
distances up or down the coast. Every

1970 Fairground shot. two piece prone harness and anti-loop lines
going behind from shoulders to trailing edge. "Gave you power pitch
to avoid looping after a rope break"
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where Steve gained third place. In 1979
he was invited to compete at the US
Masters among the world's top 27
pilots. He won this Meet, repeated the
win in 1980 and again in 1981.
Steve holds three medals from the
Federation
Aeronautique
Internationale - the bronze from Kossen in
'76, gold from Germany in '83 and the
silver at Kossen in '85. In the history of
hang gliding no other pilot holds two
FAI medals.

RICKY DUNCAN is the present
Australian number one seed. At just
26 he is not only at the top of the
National Ladder, but is a pioneer of
motorised
hang
gliding
and
aerotowing in Australia.
The 'middle' son of Kevin Duncan
(one of Australia's earliest kite flyers),
it was almost inevitable that all three
sons
would
become
dedicated
followers of this fledgling new sport.
Ricky has in fact been flying since he
was 13, and has accumulated a vast
number of competition wins. This year
alone he is Australian Champion,
Australian National Ladder champion
and Swan Masters Premium World
Masters Champion.
Last year saw him Stanwell Park
Freestyle
champion,
Queensland
Eungella Champion, member of the
winning America's Cup team and
second
in
the
NSW
State
Championships.

In June 1986 Steve set a new cross
country out-and-return world record in
the Owens Valley, California, with a
goal flight of 187 miles from the Sierra
Mountains in California to Boundary
Peak in Nevada and return to his
launch point in nine hours.
STEVE MOYES, son of Australian
Birdman Bill, started his kite flying
career at the age of 14. He won the
Junior Kite section of the Australian
Championships in 1968, and did so
every year until he became a senior.
In 1974 he had his first taste of
international
competition
success
when he won the first World Tow
Championships at Cypress Gardens,
Florida. This competition became an
annual event that continued for eight
years - Steve won five of the eight
championships and was placed in the
first three on the other three occasions.

Winner of the 1986 Australian
Nationals, this year Steve came second
in this competition, second in the
Southern
California
League and
second in the US Nationals.
Today Steve Moyes is recognised as
the man everyone wants to beat in
international
meets
as
he
still
consistently places in every major
competition.

In 1976 Austria hosted the first official
World
Foot-Launch
Competition

But it was the win at Mt Buffalo earlier
this year, when he became Australian
Champion, that has set Ricky's sights
firmly on a world title . The win was his
first Australian title in 10 years and
signals that Ricky is definitely back at
the top once more.
Holder of the Australian distance
record in 1985 when he flew 292 kms,
he has also competed in three world
championships .... ... this year he hopes
to win!

RUSSELL DUNCAN is one of the
few people in the world, and one of
only two in Australia, who can loop a
hang glider - an act of sheer magic to
anyone who has had the good fortune
to watch.
9
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The youngest of the Duncan trio,
Russell, at 25, is not far behind Ricky.
He's third on the National Ladder and
came third in the Australian Nationals
this year.
Along with Ricky, elder brother Shane
and mate Chris Brandon, he owns
Airborne Windsports in Newcastle,
where they manufacture mainly trike
wings and motorised hang gliders.

Like his flying, Danny Scott is very
much a free spirit. He is likely to
disappear from the public eye (and the
hang gliding fraternity), then reappear
long enough to add another major
credit to a growing list.

Neil does air-brushing and screen
printing and his work was used for the
T-shirts for both the '86 and '87 NSW
Titles.

He won the Australian Nationals in
1983, was second in the 1986 Freestyle
and is number two seed for the 1988
World Freestyle Masters.

Like Ricky, Russell's ambition is to win
a world championship.

Watch DANNY SCOTI in the air and
you won't need to be told he's a natural
flier.
He's well known for his
considerable
aerobatic
skills
at
Stan well , and any pilot will tell you,
often with the merest tinge of envy and
always
with
considerable
admiration - that this guy "just flies
instinctively" .
Although still in his early 20's Danny
has been involved with hang gliding for
quite a few years. Fate, his parents, or
perhaps it was a little of each, decreed
that Danny would live at Stan well Park.
At 14 he was earning himself 'pocket
money' by packing up gliders for pilots
when they landed on the beach - 20
cents each!! It wasn't long before he
got interested and persuaded Clive
Gilmour (another Stan well resident), to
teach him to fly.
That he was a natural was soon
obvious. He became a member of the
Skytrek team and worked at the
Skytrek
factory
(now Enterprise
Wings). From there he moved to the
Moyes Factory and worked there for
two years.

10

When anyone in hang gliding circles
speaks of NEIL MERSHAM it is as "a
quiet and unassuming guy" - and that
he definitely is.
Neil first started flying in 1975 when a
mate arrived back at Byron Bay from
Stanwell Park, in raptures about guys
flying around like eagles. He brought
back with him an old SL220 hang glider
and the two went and jumped off the
dunes at Evans Head - not very
successfully according to Neil.
About eight months later Ian Hird and
John Woods moved up to Byron Bay
and started a school. "That's when I
learnt properly," says Neil. "I mention
it because it's just not worth trying to
teach yourself. It's much better to get
properly taught."
Neil's first competition was in 1979. It
was the NSW Titles at Byron Bay and
he came 18th which he was pretty
happy with.
His first major comp was at Mt Buffalo
in 1981/82 when he came third. This
was followed by a first at Eungella in
'84, first at NSW Titles in '85, 3rd in
NSW in "86 and 3rd in the Australian
Nationals in '86. He was also a
member of the winning America's Cup
team.

In just four years, 26 year old MARK
NEWLAND
has
established
an
international
reputation
as
an
exceptional hang glider pilot. Today
he is representing Australia and
ranked sixth on the National Ladder,
and is looked upon as a future world
champion.
It all started when Mark, who hails

from Queensland, saw a couple of guys
flying at Stanwell. He hadn't seen
anything like it in Queensland.
It wasn't until 1983 that Mark and
school mate, Phil Pritchard, plus
Benny Hill (another mate of Phil's)
went flying together. Mark had just got
to the soaring stage when he went to
New Zealand for four months. When
he got back 'They were on to Cross
Country and I was way behind. I just
went flying as often as I could then Phil
and I went to live in a tent in the
National Park at Eungella for three
months.
In 1984 I went down to Buffalo to the
Nationals to see what the action was
but they wouldn't let me in to the Blue
Stratos (competition) so I just went free
flying".
Mark soared to fame in July 1986 when
he outflew the locals to win the US
Nationals held in Washington (The
first non-American to do so). On his
return home he followed up his
success by winning the "Flatlands XC
Challenge". It was there that he broke
the long distance record when he flew
310km from the dusty NSW town of
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Parkes.
His accumulated distance
flights also allowed him to win the
Australian XC League.
This year Mark came 4th in the
Tyrolean Masters in Austria and 7th in
the Swiss Open - the prelude to the
World Championships there in 18
months time.

It's fitting that this year he was first in
the Kossen Club Championship in
Austria - the place where he first
learned to fly.

On his return to Australia he came
second in the NSW State Titles and
will be competing at the 87 Flatlands
before representing Australia in the
World Championships.

Carl spent six years at Scots Boarding
School in Bathurst and it was there that

He first started hang gliding in the
Tyrolean Alps in Austria in July 1981.
Addiction followed fast. In October
1983 he met Steve and Kim Moyes in
Crestline, California and says it was
Steve who had a big influence on
getting him started in competition
flying.
Apart from a few club competitions he
flew his first international comp in May
1984 at the age of 30.
That same year he competed in
Australia for the first time. It was in
fact the first time he had flown in
Australia at all and he came 7th in the
NSW State Titles.
At 33, and with little more than 6 years
experience, Drew Cooper now ranks
seventh on the National Ladder.

He began hang gliding in 1979 at
Kurnell sand dunes in Sydney because
sailplaning had become prohibitively
expensive - but it had to be restricted
to school holidays until he finished
school in 1981.
He gained entry to the Royal Military
School, Duntroon, and to Creswell
Naval College, and was planning to
pursue a military aviation career.
he
entered
Macquarie
Instead
University enrolling in accounting
which gave him the summers to
launch into competitive hang gliding.

CARL BRADEN was born at Manly in
1963 and grew up in the Northern
suburbs of Sydney. His father, a keen
private pilot, gave him his first taste of
flying.

DREW COOPER is a true addict to
hang gliding, and since 1984 he's been
leading a lifestyle that would make any
pilot green with envy! He spends the
European season flying as many
competitions as possible, then back to
Oz to do the same.

he went solo in a sailplane after 5 hours
tuition. By the time he was 15 he had
gained his Silver "C" in sailplanes.

His first competition was the '84
Flatlands and he came second. He
joined 'Enterprise Wings' hang glider
manufacturers in 1986 and has been
competing seriously ever since. In 1986
he won the NSW State Titles. This year
he was first at Eungella, 2nd in the
Swiss Open, 3rd in the German
Nationals and 6th in the European
Masters.
He is at present one of the "hot"
contenders for a World Championships win.

CLOUDBASE
HANG GLIDING CE.NTRE
BLACK HORSE FARM HUME HIGHWAY
SUTTON FOREST NSW 2577
048-789274

OUR BUSINESS IS TO TEACH PEOPLE TO FLY.....AND FLY WELL!
.... .in 86-87 CLOUDBASE taught more students to soaring standard and
beyond, because we have the only intensive, live-in beginner to advanced
soaring programme in Australia .
.. ... CLOUDBASE courses are the best value for money in Australia. Lesson
costs are based on Practical Instruction only and not hours of talking and
waiting for flights .
..... CLOUDBASE clientele have travelled from Kununurra WA, Tanzania,
Japan, Sweden, Dapto, Canada, USA, Bahamas, N.Z., Alice Springs, Britain,
Switzerland, Darwin, Tasmania, Germany, France and The Netherlands .
.... .CLOUDBASE has taught over SIXTY Officer Cadets from the Australian
Defence Force Academy in Canberra .
..... CLOUDBASE is the only school in Australia that offers programmes 7
days a week, with accommodation and meals. Designed for the serious
learner ...there are no gimmicks or short cuts, you learn to foot launch and
fly on hang gliders ...because that is what you have come to learn .
..... CLOUDBASE has achieved a continuation rate well above Australian
and International averages ... We cater for the serious pilot.
WHY? .... because.....

WE DO IT PROPERlV

When someone asks you 'Where can I learn?"
.... tell them to contact CLOUDBASE for our
FREEBROCHUREandPROGRAMMESYlVOPSIS.
ChiefInstructor: Ian Jarman (National Team Coach)
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UP!... UP!... AND A WEEEEEEE!

In days of old
when pilots were bold
and they'd drive off
in any old thing

They stuck in some battens
and played with the patterns
and put undersurface in too

by Julius Makk

We're getting closer to heaven
but stuck with flying the limits
'cause the DOA carved up the skies
Now we're skying out higher
and the starting ou t flyer
isn't costing all that much to teach

.I ~n,·~ ..

I

~~it\k.•

i~S tV'

,,,

Bu t the cost of a new glider
is getting higher and higher
as the new ones have
skied out of reach
One thing is for sure
this sport isn't a bore
we're still trying to get up
or get down

They'd soon come a cropper
and momma and poppa said
you'd better not fly in that thing
They were all shapes and sizes
and some won first prizes
but the sky looked a bit like a zoo
Now they're faster and cleaner
and competing is meaner
cause world records are
falling like flies

Cause we'll still be trying
and buying and flying
the latest hot airship in town.

But the gliders improved
and a movement was moved
to make them safer
for you and the rest
So they flexed and they prodded
and finally nodded
and came up with the
USHGMAtest
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THE BIRTH OF THE FLATLANDS CHALLENGE
launched cross-country contest. During winter 1984, I set
about finding a site. I set the following pararneters:1.
2.
3.

4.

Flight possible any direction for 100-150krn.
Road network suitable for easy pick-up.
Amenities for pilots to relax after hard day.
(It was, after all, a holiday)
Suitably large, flat paddocks to launch.

My first step (February 1984) was to write to all Councils with
airfields which were suitably located west of The Great
Divide. Places like Yarrawonga, Forbes, Berrigan (for Finley
and Tocumwal), Euroa, Narramine, Wagga Wagga, Parkes
and Orange. I intended using the airfield, if it was possible.
I received some good and some uninterested replies.
Parkes had the best airfield, and I concentrated in that area,
especially after looking at the road network, location and
ammenities.
DOA (Dept of Aviation) were approached (March 1984) for a
concession to use Parkes Aerodrome. While they refused
this request (May 1984) they indicated that they would grant
extensive height concessions over a large area if we found a
suitable site away from licenced airfields.

by DENIS CUMMINGS - The Flatlands Founder (above)
Before 1983, all hang gliding cross-country flights started with
pilots launching from hills. In 1983 this changed because of
the Donnell Hewitt method of tow launching. Now pilots
could launch to 1000 feet or more with ease over flat ground.
If a thermal could be found before the pilot had to land, he
could be away for a long cross-country flight.
Personally, I've always resented the restrictions imposed by
hill launching, especially the late launch to avoid the packup, retrieve and re-launch. And I've often been frustrated
by the hill launch being closed by strong winds, or winds
from an unsuitable direction. Towing looked like it would
overcome most of these problems, and it did for many
weekends of non-contest flying.
But all contests were held from hills. We had developed all
sorts of systems to run a hill-launched contest, regardless of
the difficulties of small, congested launch areas and time-ofstart restrictions. Also, Australian and overseas pilots were
used to the mountains ( or small hills which we have in this
country). However, the plains to the west of the Great Divide
often beckoned me. Especially the 1000 f.p.m. plus thermals
found there after slipping the bounds of the 500 f.p.m. tight
cores of the mountain ridges.
After a particularly frustrating contest at Christmas 1983 at
Mt. Buffalo, I decided that there MUST be a way to run a tow14

A lot of phone calls later, and with the help of local glider
pilot Wal Williams (Forbes Council), I contacted Ted
Tomlinson at "Silver Row". Ted had a private strip in a
paddock 1.7km x 0.8krn, plus some 2000 acres adjacent with
large paddocks. He also had a woolshed (power, water) for a
meeting place and a cottage (phone, accommodation). He
was 22krn from both Forbes and Parkes. It looked good, so
we went for it.
Now DOA were reserved, and we had to approach NSW
RAPAC (Regional Airspace Advisory Committee), and get
the concurrence of other airspace users, mainly GA (general
aviation) and local commuter operators. With the help of
the Gliding Federation (who use that area extensively, and
didn't want any restrictions on us which may some day effect
them), we obtained, begrudgingly, acceptance of our
proposal from RAPAC, and hence from DOA. We now had
airspace concessions for the contest which covered HALF
OF N.S.W. (up to 18,000 feet in places around the contest
site).
During this time, we also had to decide how to run this new
style of contest. We settled for a modified version of the
gliding clubs contest system, which gave a score for distance,
time to goal, validity of taks, etc - giving a valid day's score of
1,000 to the winning pilot.
As my holidays (as well as most other pilots) occurred
around Xmas - New Year, our first year saw us "competing"
against the annual Mt. Buffalo contest. (This happened next
summer also). We got 25 competitors, and did some good
flying.
Also, because towing was new, we had regular seminar
sessions on tow methods and hang gliding skills each day,
using the woolshed.
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Year 2 (1985/86) we had 50 pilots. Last year (1986/87) we had
60 plus, including most of Australia's top pilots. The scoring
system is being gradually modified each year as we weed
any "bugs" out of the system. Also, towing has come a long
way. Cars are being augmented with winches, and some
cars use a pay-out reel system. Our safety record has been
excellent, pilots have had excellent flights, World and
Australian records have been set and broken, much has
been learnt and now tow-launching has taken its place in the
Australian hang gliding scene.

The Japanese Team at Parkes 1986

None of this could have been achieved without the
assistance of many people in the aviation and hang gliding
fraternity, especially Meet-head John (Red Truck) Clark,
Bob Silver, Paul Mollison, Ted Tomlinson and the Parkes
Shire Council
This year's contest will be held at a new site, l5km WNW of
Parkes. With the World Championships at Mt. Buffalo
being held two weeks after 'The Flatlands", we expect to
have our largest field of world-class pilots enjoy the best
soaring conditions Australia has to offer at Parkes between
28th December, 1987 and 8th January, 1988.
The Swiss Crew, Parkes 1986

Oll EAGLE EYES
flight glasses -

$96.00

• Wrap around frames (hang gliding wind stoppers)
or· plain frames (gliders and enclosed cockpits)

BORGELT VARIO
with "Speed Command" plus.
the Worlds most advanced hang glider vario designed by Mike Borgelt
with latest sailplane electronic
technology and made in
Australia.

$1,050

TOW GEAR

BATTERY CHARGERS

• Electronic Tow Meters $162
• Bridles -$33.00
• Weak Iink-$8.00
• 5mm Tow Rope (220m) $30

Charges from car socket
• Ni-cads - $58.00
• Gell Cells - $63.00

• Overseas Pilots -

see me for "Duty Free" prices.

• UV and blue filtered for
protection and enhanced vision
in the air
• CR 39 scratch resistant lenses
• Safety frames
• Prescription lenses - add $35.00
Air Speed
Total energy Variometer
Altimeter
Netto Variometer
30 sec. Averager
Large white-on-blue L.C .D.s
6-volt Gel battery with inbuilt car
recharger and back-up batteries
• Base bar or upright clamps

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The Flying BIGNELLS
Australia's (and the World's?)
oldest hang gliding couple
Balsa for model aeroplanes was unheard of but bananas
came from Java in light boxes - soft and light and beaut for
model planes.
Around 1926 or so a man came to Collie (probably a school
teacher) who introduced some of the boys to making model
planes, mostly chuck gliders and small stick-framed planes
powered with elastic bands to the props.
The lads made these models for several years and by
experimentation improved shapes etcetera and then made
larger gliders.
George was in his element. There was precious little to do in
town except swim, roam the bush or ride your bike if you
were lucky enough to have one, so model aeroplanes were
marvellous.
Around 1930 George and a mate set about making a glider
they intended fixing to George's push bike. One of the roads
here has a hill, probably 200 or so feet high and steep and
straight. They figured George could pedal like mad downhill
and lift off for a glide to the bottom.
It probably would have worked - George was small and light
but fast and strong - however they couldn't afford the fabric
to cover or the dope to tighten it. Probably just as well as they
thought they'd have a fixed rudder 'cos you couldn't control
a moveable one, and no-one had any idea about weight
distribution as a turning means. Twenty years later the
frame was converted into a folding clothes hoist for me!

Flying sort of took a back seat till our kids were about six
years old, when model aeros were popular again.

GEORGE Bignell is 73; his wife Marjorie is
62 - together this wonderful couple are the
oldest hang glider pilots in Australia. Marj,
in fact, is believed to be the oldest woman
hang glider pilot in the world.

George took up building them again around 1937 - mostly
gliders up to nine feet wing span. We also acquired a swell
diesel aero engine and he made control line models too, but
the gliders were more popular in our house. We all had our
own and travelled all over the south-west to aero meetings
and enjoyed it immensely.

This is their story, written by Marj. It was sent on my request
and I was asked to edit it. I haven't. It's great just the way it is
as I'm sure you will agree.

About 1960 a friend came up with plans for a Benson Gyrocopter which they proceeded to make. The friend made the
skeleton body and George, the motor blades out of Oregon
spars and three ply cover as the plans dictated.

GEORGE's all-consuming passion has always been flying.
He has lived all his life in Collie which is a fairly small
community. We have quite good roads now and, of course,
radio and television for information, but in the 20's, 30's and
40's getting away from town was almost impossible.

They got it going alright but places to fly were more than
scarce. To get the motor blades to turn you had to be
tethered or towed into the wind, to get enough speed to lift
off meant a quarter mile tow, likewise a quarter mile to wind
down after landing.

The south-west of Western Australia was the colonial back
blocks. News and other information rarely filtered through. I
lived in Perth during the 30's and 40's and we didn't get too
much information either, so you had no idea what was going
on, what was available or how to get on to it.

Looking for suitable places did in two sets of blades which
took six weeks to make, plus the weeks it took to make the
bench - 12 feet long by one foot wide - dead flat and solid
so it couldn't warp and the blades were perfect otherwise
they wouldn't work. And they don't just break! They
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disintegrate like matchsticks. We
finally found a salt lake we could use
down near Perth (100 miles away), at
Easter 1964.
We had one day practising towing takeoffs etcetera, and one flight of
approximately one mile at lamp post
height before it was time to go home.
That year it rained like blazes and the
lake took years to dry out to be useable
again. In the meantime George broke
his third set of blades.
About then we saw in a Popular
Science magazine a photo of a Benson
style undercarriage fitted with a Delta
Wing. That was it - no more rotor
blades! We figured you could bend
and refix a pipe frame much more
easily. We had no idea on size, what
sort of pipe or fabric cover or where
you could get any, but that was what we
were going to have. This would be
about January 1968.
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acquired some aluminium piping used
to tie down loads on the overland
trucks just becoming popular. Also
some steel rope for the guy wires. It
was much too thick and heavy but we
didn't know where to get anything
better. By the end of winter we had a
frame made, then we finally found
another Delta kite to look at and
measure.
Rod Ashton told us where to get the
proper pipe and sail cloth and stainless
steel wire. His kites were 13 feet and
had been home-made too. While
George talked I roughly measured sail
billow and studied how they were sewn
etcetera.

Rod put us right. We extended the
leading edges, added more sail, got the
crossbar in the right place and hey
presto, it worked. All that took a year or
so and George was still car towing.
In January, 1974 we found out about a
beaut sandhill 100 feet or so high
facing prevailing winds with a car park,
and a beach at the bottom. And Rod
Ashton said he'd just heard of blokes
foot
launching. Now that had
possibilities so George tried it.
It
worked. We still do it basically the
same way.
That first kite had no king post and no
battens, and the billow was huge. Laid

In January 1969 we heard about some
bloke boat towing flat kites with a skier
attached. Marvellous - only 80 miles
from home. We searched the beach
all morning and couldn't find where he
was practising so went to where it was
advertised he'd be demonstrating
during the afternoon and there it was
on the ground. Some bright spark had
backed a truck over it, How could you
be so mad as to leave a FLYING
machine where it could get run over .....
That brings us to January 1970 and
another
skiing
spectacular
was
advertised for a dam about 90 miles
away, with ski kiting included. That's
where we first saw Bill Moyes It was a
great spectacle and thrill to see him
taking off and towing, but how is he
going to turn before the boat goes over
the wall? Holy smoke, he's cast off the
tow rope. Did a couple of 360's, skidded
up to the boat and stepped off the skis.
That's it, We must have one of those.
So we hung around Bill's gliders.
He had two or three deltas and a
couple of the old flat types. George got
into conversation with Bill, flashed his
photos of the gyrocopter and got some
information about what the frame and
fabric were while I surreptitiously
measured things by hand spans. Very
accurate as you can imagine.
Of course we forgot most of what we
had looked at but at least we had
something to work on. Some months
later I went to Perth and begged or
bulldozed information and finally

,
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George bent and padded this A-frame so that his son could carry it! April 1974

We laid out our frame and I worked
out how much fabric I thought we
needed and off to "grovel" for some
sailcloth. We got 6 ounce Dacron
because that's all there was. It was like
sewing asbestos but we finally had it all
sewn up. We nearly had four divorces
in the process, and wore out the points
of three extra thick sewing machine
needles but we had our sail.
We still didn't know just where the
wing, cross bar and A-frame should be
so George made a special crosspiece
(cast in piston aluminium), so he could
slide it back and forward. The first
model had too long a keel so of course
it wouldn't glide when you stopped
towing and you dropped like a sack of
spuds.

on the ground the back of the sail lifted
to half way up my thigh - a 24 inch
billow! Oh, and a 80 degree nose angle.
For several years we took the sail off for
for transport to and from flying sites.
Sail was too valuable to allow it to get
damaged in transit. Later, when we
lengthened the leading edges from 12
feet to 16 feet and put extra sailcloth
on, George also included king post and
took the nose angle out to 90 degrees,
and about then we included battens.
About a year later the local paper did
an article on George and his flying, and
a Perth paper copied it. The next
weekend about a do zen fliers emerged
out of the woodwork and arrived at
Myalup and George coached them.
Kites were still like arrow heads with
17
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very little gliding potential but they
loved it and we started gathering
friends.
Gliders improved, guys found out
more things they could do and we built
another glider, this time a copy of one
another flyer had. We nearly got
another divorce in the process but we
had a Batwing and reckoned we were
made. Then in March 1977 I got talked
into trying it. I wasn't all that keen;
didn't think I'd be able to make it go
where I wanted but found I could.
Running along with George while he
taught others I must have assimilated
more than I thought. Anway I found it
was beaut fun.

Shelley's where you landed on the
beach, packed up, drove to the take off
and rebuilt. We usually got one flight
each per day if the wind didn't get too
strong.
About five years ago we bought George
a Bandit and then had a kite each. I
liked the Jaguar, felt comfortable in it
even though it was ragged out and

About
three years ago the W.A.
Association voted George and I life
members - for services rendered they
said, and they pay our fees . Very good
of them we think, but it shows the way
they regard us. We will definitely miss
them all when it comes advisable to
quit, which realistically can't be too
many more years.
I've been trying to give you an idea of
how hard it was to get going; how
determined George was to get flying
(he waited almost 60 years to achieve
flying himself), and how exhilarating
the sense of achievement was.

For many years we worked as a team
teaching lots of blokes and several girls
for their first run, and coaching others
in how to soar. Bent a few pipes, made
a lot of friends and generally had a
ball.
A year after I started we bought a 35
foot Jaguar which at the time was a top
glider.
It was soon superseded of
course, gliders changed rapidly in
these years. We couldn't afford a new
one so we continued to both use the
Jag. Pretty restricting, especially at

losing performance, but the family
decided it was getting too old so I
acquired a Mars 170 about three years
ago. It lifts marvellously but fights
when I decide we are going down to
land. Possibly too large for me.

Pretty well everything George had a go
at I did with him, except the gyro - I
didn't fancy that at all.

This photo appeared in a Perth newspaper in 1975 and brought the multitudes to Myalup

We've had a lot of fun over the 42
years we've been a team. Of course
we've disagreed but we are still a team.
I hope we have lots of time yet to enjoy
doing things and generally just being
different.

MAGIC MAGIC MAGIC MAGIC
SUMMER SPECIALS:

Why pay $3600 for a new glider when you can get that legendary
MAGIC handling, MAGIC performance and MAGIC durability for so much less?
Ask any MAGIC owner what he thinks of his glider and you'll get a positively glowing report!

o
o

o
o

o

o

MAGIC 4 166 FULL-RACE Heavy Dacron sail, V.B., Red/Black
$2500
Double Surface, all extras, low airtime.
MAGIC 4 166
Heavy Dacron sail, V.B., BluelRed D.S.
$1900
MAGIC 3 166
Sandwich cloth sail, V.B., Blue stripe D.S.
$1900
MAGIC 3 166
Dacron sail, all new rigging, bolts, L.E. inserts,
$800
batten elastics etc, etc. Completely overhauled. Only.
MAGIC 3 155
Mylar sail, V.B. Carefully maintained.
$1200
PROSTAR 160 Only 15 hours airtime - absolutely immaculate and with
unbelievable handling - suit early soaring pilot who wants something different
for a giveaway price. Complete with many spares including leading edge. _ $900
All these prices are incredibly cheap and are definitely negotiable. If you're worried about
spare parts availability - Don't! I have a comprehensive supply of spares for all MAGICs at
competitive prices - eg MAGIC 3 Aerofoil uprights only $45 each!

CONTACT WILLIAM WHITE (02) 6657314
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Nick Green with his Sabre waiting to launch at Moree. Ooooh look at those clouds!
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Photo by Nick Palaric

The Australian team hard at work practising for the Worlds under the shade of the Black Ducks
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Toni Noud taking off at Brunas in Mil/au, south of France 1987

Lunch at Stanwell !!

'5
Revival Cafe and
TAKE AWAY FOOD
come and try Judi de Groot's great food.

91 a Lawrence Hargrave Drive
Stanwell Park
042 941822
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DESIGN FLAW:
A WARNING TO THE UNINITIATED PILOT
from the Flying Prawn

A RECENT event at a beach
near Newcastle which could
have had serious repercussions has prompted me
to write to Skysailor. An
accident report is attached
but I feel some background
information is necessary.
I've always considered hang gliders to
be safe, well designed craft. Those
reckless formative years in the
seventies aside, the safety record is
quite reasonable. I personally started
hang gliding in 1984. Perhaps if I relate
my experiences up till a few months
ago readers will more fully appreciate
the terror I felt.
I learnt at Kurnell in Sydney, running
down sand dunes and carrying the
glider back up again. Occasionally,
when it was my turn, I ran down with
the glider too. After three days the
instructor felt I had earned my PR1
and I went out and purchased a
beginners glider with a reputation for
stability and forgiveness.

For the next year or so I ran up and
down Kurnell wearing away one dune
after another. The only accident I had,
occurred one Sunday afternoon when I
had suspended my harness from one
of the arms of our Hills hoist so I could
lie in it and sunbake without the ants in
the garden biting me. My flatmate
began to spin the hoist around and the
hook on the clothesline gave way.
From this I learnt that the ground is
the bit that hurts, so I was careful with
my running after that.
I decided to advance my skills and go
after the PR2 rating. To ensure my
safety I moved to Canberra where
there is usually only one instructor (on
Sundays). You are further protected by
having all sites within 300 kilometres
rated at PR3 or 4.

My initial assessment of the inherent
safety of the sport was borne out time
and time again. I racked up thousands
of hours of armchair time reading back
issues of Skysailor and thumbing
through Pagen books, and tens of
thousands of kilometres of cross-

I'd really enjoy running down the hill
there.
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country driving with no mJunes. The
manufacturer's claims of stability were
tested in Hume Highway turbulence
and in over one thousand rotors on the
lee side of semi-trailers.
Not one
inversion! I've attended meetings and
spoken to hundreds of other owners
without suffering more than a hang
over. (By the way I believe the two
terms "hang glider" and "hang over"
have the same etymology and occupy
the same physical relationship to the
owner. This may explain the attraction
I have to alcohol).
By phoning the Canberra instructor
late, arriving at the wrong pick-up
point or choosing unsuitable weekends
I was able to log 33 minutes in three
years. This consisted of just under one
hundred, twenty second runs down the
Kumell dunes.
Feeling cocky at having cheated death
so many times, and with a burning
desire to attain my PR2 regardless of
risk, I signed up for a towing course. I
had nothing to fear. The safety devices
are
ingenious
and
through
a
combination of weak link, leader and
wire breaks, winch malfunctions and
strong thermal conditions I was able to
stand in the one spot for three out of
five days. On those rare occasions
when the safety devices could not
operate quickly enough and I was
actually lifted off the ground experts
guided me to safety via CB radio and
disaster was averted.
I met a chap on this towing course who
suggested I come to Mooney Mooney
beach near Newcastle the next
weekend as it was a lovely beach and

The next Friday I rang him from
Canberra
naturally
expecting
everything to be OK but the wind was
apparently perfect and there seemed
nothing to stop us from going. With
some trepidation I drove down to
Sydney.
Trouble was averted on
Saturday morning when he rang to say
the forecast was unsuitable and he had
to stay in Sydney.
My theory
vindicated I set off anyway, secure in
the knowledge that it is a safe sport.

It was hot at the beach so I erected my
glider as I had been taught and
climbed underneath. As the day wore
on other people appeared and set up
their gliders also . As I clipped in and
moved over to the edge, preparing for
a good run down the hill the wind
shifted and stiffened. One of the locals
came over to steady the nose of my
glider. I was waiting for the wind to die
down when this guy walked away to
talk to my girlfriend. Within seconds I
was running down the hill.
At this point something totally
unexpected happened.
MY FEET
LEFT THE GROUND ! !! Without
warning the hang glider had lifted me
up and left my legs dangling uselessly.
As I was heading for some dead trees I
tucked my legs up into my harness as I
had that Sunday afternoon under the
clothes line so many years before. I
was now heading towards the water so I
turned parallel to the hill.
I had
anticipated hitting the ground at this
point but to my utter horror found
myself gaining height.

"s....r·

I remember thinking, "If
wanted to fly I'd be wearing Bolle·s".

I

I gamely fought to regain the Earth
and seek gravity's forgiveness.
I
twisted and turned and flew up and
down . I tried hundreds of turns both
steep and shallow; turns that had
saved me on the towing course, but to
no avail.
Finally after nearly 90
minutes I managed to manoeuvre
close to the top of the hill and land at
the cleared spot where I had left my
esky.
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People crowded around. Was 10K? Was it bumpy up
there? Several other brave souls who must have leapt to
save me when they saw me leave the ground were still in the
air fighting the same battle I had.
My girlfriend told me later that as I had been lifted off the
ground someone had remarked "He's away!" and these
unsung heroes had raced to their gliders. A tear had sprung
to my girlfriend's eye and, thinking me lost, she had already
signed the transfer slip for the car and was arranging with
the bloke who had held my glider earlier to drive her home.
They had almost decided whose home when I landed
nearby.
She then asked me if I knew how I had looked up there.
"Scared?" I replied. She suggested I have another guess.
"Like an eagle?" No.

"WIZARDS
OF OZ"
THE HANG GLIDING VIDEO
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
"WIZARDS" -

$49 . 00 incl. postage

"FREESTYLE '83" $49.00 incl. postage
"WIZARDS plus "FREESTYLE '83"
- $69.00 incl. postage
Great Christmas present for a friend.
Cheque - PARK COMFORT HANG GLIDING
Post 3a Raymond Rd, Thirroul 2515
N.S.W.

"Waldo Pepper? The Red Baron?" I gave up and suggested
she tell me what she thought I looked like.
"A prawn" she said "A flying prawn. Your harness held your
hips up while your head and feet dangled ..."
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HANG GLIDING SCHOOL- STANWELL PARK
INSTRUCTION:

The first few days are spent at Kurnell sandhills in Sydney, and from
there we progress to a flat open paddock where we tow the gliders up using a
specially designed static winch. From there it's off to Stanwell Park for a
Tandem flight with the Instructor followed by a soaring solo flight.

GLIDERS:

We stock, sell and service the full range of MOYES GLIDERS - so for a
test-fly, great deal and back-up service, give us a call.

ACCESSORIES:

A fun range of gear is in stock to cater for all pilots. We have available
Pod Harnesses, High Energy Parachutes, Ball Instruments, Books etc All your hang gliding needs.

Whether its teaching you to fly, or providing you with gliders and accessories,
we can help. So contact Chris on (042) 942545 or write to
PO BOX 180, HELENSBURGH, N.S.W. AUSTRALIA 2508
Also - All the best to the Aussie Team in the World Meet at Buffalo
24
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1MB WORLD MASTERS
OF

:F~f£f£SPYLf£
STANWELL
PARK
birthplace
of
Australian hang gliding is still regarded as
one of the best all round hang gliding sites
in the world.
It was here, in 1894, that Lawrence Hargrave

was lifted 15 feet off the ground under four
box kites that he had designed. The feat
sparked the challenge that a hundred years
later still brings men and women to
Stanwell to "fly the Illawarra" - it's possible
to fly a hang glider 60 kilometers along this
spectacular escarpment.
Today, Lawrence Hargrave, Stanwell's
most famous resident is remembered
by the Lawrence Hargrave competition which will be held at Stanwell
from February 20 to 27. In addition his
face appears on the $20 note.
Another major event to be held at
Stan well this summer is the 1MB
World
Freestyle
Hang
Gliding
Masters from January 10 to January 20.
It's the third year the freestyle event
has been held and it's a favourite with
the visitors because all the action is
close by - no more than 10 to 20
meters away.

This year, with the cream of the world's
hang glider pilots in Australia, the
event is expected to attract pilots such
as
Steve
Moyes,
1983
World
Champion;
Rick Duncan, 1985
Australian Champion and United
States pilot Mitch MacAleer - world
record holder of the most consecutive
loops in a hang glider - 26 in all !
Described by organiser John Coby as
"like an air ballet", the freestyle competitions are judged on manoeuvres,
style, accuracy and landing. The pilots

From the earliest days of hang gliding
flight, in the early 70's, Stan well pilots
demonstrated a characteristic style of
flying which was not evident anywhere
else in the world. They would take off
and begin to "hot dog" their gliders,
often inches from the hill. This style
came from surfing. In fact most of the
pioneer hang glider pilots were surfers
who brought their style and philosophy
to flying.
Freestyle hang gliding was actually
invented at Stanwell Park where the
more daring pilots started trying to do
loops and spins straight from the hill
top. Eventually this new angle on the
sport got more competitive and more
organised until three years ago the first
freestyle took place.

test their skills with aerobatic competitive flying that illustrates their
and
the
aerodynamic
expertise
abilities of their gliders to the full.
In freestyle competitions the flying is
performed close to the ground in
coastal ridge lift. Competitors must
land in a target back on top of the hill
at the point of take off. This must be
done within a specified time ie. 15
seconds, or suffer loss of points due to
a delay in landing.
As freestyle is based on surfing so a
freestyle competition is similar to a
surfing competition. The heats are one
on one, with winners progressing and
losers dropping out.
The main problem, as far as spectators
are concerned, with traditional crosscountry hang gliding competitions is
that there is not much action to be
seen.
The pilots take off and disappear. The freestyle competition on
the other hand is quite the opposite.
It's designed for the spectator and the
camera and
all the action is
concentrated in one small space. A
spectator can see every second of the
flying from extremely close range.

Rick Duncan - Winner of '86 Freestyle

Australia boasts some of the worlds
best hang glider pilots. The top four
freestylists in the country are Rick
Duncan, Steve Moyes, Danny Scott
and Bruce Daniel.
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1987 N.S.W.
STATE
CHAMPIONSHIPS
1ST
RICK DUNCAN
• GTR 162 RACE
2ND
MARK NEWLAND
• GTR 162 RACE

D t seems that the GTR
Series cannot lose. After years
of consistently winning
competitions worldwide the
GTR 162 Race is a continuing
success story.
Rick flew over SOkms in 1hr.
Mark couldn't believe the
superb handling and climb rate.
This is the fastest glider in
Australia, and is the choice of
seven out of the eight
Australian World Team members.
Its looking like the GTR 162
Race is going to be the glider
to win the World
Championships.
The GTR 162 Race is
USHGMA Certified. Now also
available in 151.

GTRI62
RAe
E
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and Girls Just Wanna Fly Too !!
BIRGIT Svens was born in Finland on a
small dairy farm not far from the Arctic
Circle. During her school years she was
the cross-country skiing champion with
13 wins to her credit, so the urge to go
cross-country over flat land - whether
on foot or on the wing - has been a
desire from the age of nine.
Birgit first learned to fly in Sweden in
1978 but most of her flying was done on
Denmark's coastal sand dunes during
those early years. 1981 saw her in
Norway, then in 1982 she went to the
South of France where she flew a Solar
Wing Typhoon, her first double
surface glider.

TONI Noud's slender frame _ she's
just 50 kgs and 160 ems tall - belies
her lifestyle. She is a hang glider pilot,
and presently rated sixth in the world.
Toni lives at Stan well Park on the south
coast of New South Wales. She works
in the local hang glider factory,
"Enterprise Wings", as a machinist
sewing sails, harnesses and glider bags
- that's until the wind is right. Then
flying takes priority.
She and a girlfriend, Lisa Hobson,
started flying in 1980 along with four
guys. Toni and Lisa are still flying - the
fellows gave it away!
Now, seven years later, without a single
broken bone, Toni has many flying
credits. This year alone she has added
considerably to these credits.
In May she finished sixth in the
Japanese
Women's
Championship
although, with typical Toni modesty,
she pointed out that the weather was
bad and that, out of 37, only six flew .
In late May JJune she was in Austria for
the World Masters at Kossen where
she came fourth. Third stop was
Tegelberg for the German Women's

National and she came fourth in that
too.
Finally it was time for the "main event"
with Toni representing Australia in the
Women's World Championship at
Millau, France, where she finished an
exciting sixth.
Now her ambition is to organise
"something for women" in Australia.
Already there are 10 pilots who are
really interested in her idea. She hopes
to organise a "fly in" seminar initially,
to a site that would accommodate
everyone - the experienced and the
girls just learning to soar.

By the time she left Europe to visit
Australia she had clocked up 120 hours
including one trip in Denmark that
lasted six hours. She arrived in
Australia in November 1982 and
promptly bought a Meteor 170, and did
a lot of flying at Stanwell, After that it
was Mt Buffalo and on to South
Australia.
Birgit is an occupational therapist and
on her return to Sweden was offered
work by the World Health Organisation in the slums of Lahore. She
accepted - Lahore was closer to
Australia and those thermals that sent
her vario off the clock!

"The newcomers would fly in the
smooth air of the evening, the more
experienced during the day, and
everyone would meet in the evening to
discuss the day's events.
"Then I'd like to consider a women's
championship the next season. I see it
as an opportunity for women pilots to
build up confidence in themselves,"
she says.
With the degree of determination Toni
has displayed so far, there's little doubt
she'll realise her latest ambition.
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During her year in Lahore she decided Australia was the
only place for a hang glider pilot to live. She returned in 1984
and this time bought a Probe, and won the ladies section of
the Lawrence Hargrave.
Most of the rest of the year she spent in South Australia stunning local farmers by landing in their paddocks,
apparently out of nowhere, yet standing there in a bikini
breaking down a hang glider as though it were an everyday
event.

JANUARY 1988

JENNI Ganderton wanted to fly from the very first time she
travelled by air at the age of six.
She actually started flying in England (where she grew up), in
1980. A group from work decided to give it a try - Jenni was
the only one to continue.
The following year the first ladies' comp was organised and
Jenni flew her first double surface glider, winning the event much to her surprise. That really whetted her appetite and
she won the Ladies League two years running. That same
year she also did her first flying abroad in Italy and France.

Still on the move she went back to Europe in 1985 and got
right into flying in many countries from Hungary to Spain,
logging up more than 100 hours.

In 1982 she packed in her job and flew all summer to get into
the British Mens' League - and failed!

Then back to Oz again, qualifying for the Nationals in 1986,
and coming ninth overall in the Victorian State Comps. She
also got an eighth in the South Australian comps and won
the ladies cross country league in both '85 and '86.

Nothing daunted she came to Australia on a working
holiday, lived in Sydney and flew at Mt Buffalo and
Singleton, when she did what was then the longest flight of
112kms.

Last year her flying took second place to developing a winch
with her husband, Dermot Meaney. It proved wonderfully
successful at the 86/87 Flatlands so she's eagerly awaiting
delivery of her new Foil 150B so that she "can get right into
it" at this year's Flatlands.
In November Birgit, who has logged up an exceptional 427
flying hours, was presented with an award by the South
Australian Deptartment of Sport and Recreation for her
achievements in the cross-country league.

Somehow she saved enough to go to Owens Valley,
California, where she achieved the first 100 mile flight by a
girl. Next day she pranged and Judy Leden (Britain), did a
record 147 miles. ''I'm still trying to beat it," says Jenni
ruefully.
After that it was back to the UK where she lived on the Isle of
Wight, working for Airwave to payoff a new glider. Nothing
if not determined, Jenni qualified for the league in 1985 and
promptly broke the women's distance record in England
with a 70 mile flight.
The first women's European championship came next and
Jenni gained a highly crditable fourth.
Paul Haines, her boyfriend at the time, had a job with
Enterprise Wings at Stanwell and Jenni couldn't resist the
temptation of another trip to Australia. Once again she
threw in her job, this time arriving to fly in the Buffalo
comps. She nearly made it but didn't quite qualify, being a
bit out of practise arriving from the English winter.
But she did fly a Foil 160B, made by Paul, and was so
impressed she decided to take one back to England. From
Buffalo she went to South Australia and it was while at
Melrose that she met Len Paton, now her husband, She went
back to England with "a beautiful new fluoro pink glider",
followed soon after by Len on his first overseas trip.
She flew in, and won, the Kossen competition in terrible
weather that saw only five compete. During her search for
better weather she went to St Andre Des Alpes and flew a
69km triangle for a women's world record . "This is still being
ratified," she explained, 'The paperwork is horrendous.!"
She continued on to Millau for the Womens' Worlds and
came second. "I was very disappointed because I felt I could
have won, but the British team were the decided winners so
that was cheering."
Then it was home to England and the wedding. Jenni and
Len arrived back in Australia in October - this time for good.
"Now all that remains is to Persuade Parents that this is
God's own country."
Jenni hopes eventually to fly for Australia but says she will
need lots of practise. "Perhaps in the next womens' worlds I'm ,;ure the Aussie girls could field a world beating team if
we could only get five who could afford to go ....."
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DUE to her extensive involvement in hang gliding, MARIE
JEFFERY (30), is one of the most noted and accomplished
female pilots in Australia
She saw her first hang glider 10 years ago while on a working
holiday in New Zealand, but the opportunity to learn to fly
didn't present itself until four years later in Cairns. There she
pestered people until finally John Allen and Chris Bolton
succumbed to the pressures. They took on a group of 12.
Marie says she soon discovered that it was not as easy as it
looked and besides, she was terrified.
Neverthless, with typical energy and determination, Marie
was the first in the group to soar.
In 1982 she returned to Brisbane, and found she was still the
only female pilot. She joined the Nobby Sky Soaring
Association, quickly becoming a keen regular competitor in
local, state and inter-state competitions. She consistently
averaged middle of the field in all her competitions - no
mean feat after only a few months of flying experience, and
often being the only woman pilot in a male dominated sport.
In 1983 Marie became president of the Nobby Club, a
position she held for almost two years.
Not content to rest on her laurels, Marie gained her
instructor's certification and safety officer's rating the same
year, to become the only female instructor in Queensland.
She then spent two years as an active partner in the
Brisbane School of Hang Gliding, and has since been
involved with the managing of the Brisbane agency of
AirBorne Windsports.
In 1984 Marie earned her Pilot Rating 5, the highest rating
attainable by a pilot.
During the past two years Marie has given up a lot of her
own flying time to coach new students into the air. Her own
airtime has naturally suffered but she is planning to get
back into it in 1988.
Marie is also a member of the Australian Ultralight
Federation and has locked up about ten hours in a Drifter.
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' :"JaIlI7 . Substa:rttialPrizemortey. ... .. .
DetailsfromJohn Co~y (042) 942323.
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"There is no comparison between powered and nonpowered flying for me," she says. "I'll never give up hang
gliding. There's something special about a late fly in evening
velvet over a shadowed valley - hope I can fly until I'm
ancient!"
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WorldCh~mpi()ru,hips
.· ....
Jan 25 . . In Mt. Buffalo area.
..... i
~Feb1.3 Sponsored by Swan Brew~H~s.
Details from HGFA.
Lawr~nce

Feb 2()
-Feb 28

Hargraves Competition
Stanwell Park, NSW.
·
Details Nov issue.

1988Yictorian Open Championships .... .. . . . .
Feb 2()Ben Nevis area. Entry $60. Con tad
-Feb 28 Wes Hill, 28 Forster St, Norlane 3214.
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DATES:
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The competition will be conducted over
the period from 20th to 28th February,
1988. If the weather during the
competition is such that by 28/2/88 fewer
than 5 rounds have been conducted,
additional rounds will be scheduled for
5 &6/3/88. No further extensions will be
made.

1988 Victorian Hang Gliding
Championships
ENTRY FORM
Pilot Name - - - - - - - - - - - - Address
Post Code _ _ __

LOCATION:

The competition will be conducted at Ben
Nevis, including the sites at Mt. Buangor,
Sugarloaf (PR4 min.), Ben Nevis and
Elmhurst.
The competition headquarters will be the
Red Kangaroo Roadhouse, Western
Highway, Beaufort.

ENTRY FEE: $60

Rating _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ __

Enclosed is my entry fee ($60) to the 1988 Victorian
Open Hang Gliding Championships.
Pilot Signature

Send to:
ORGANISER: Wesley Hill, 28 Forster Street, Norlane
3214
RULES :

*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

The HGFA Competition Rules will be
used

HGFANo. - - - -

Wesley Hill, 28 Forster St,
Norlane 3214. by 1/2/88

Limited entries will be accepted from international pilots
wishing to compete, depending on the number of
entries from Australian pilots.
/~

Beginner and Advanced Tuition inc.
tow, thermal. XC and trike flying.
Moyes and Enterprise gliders and
accessories
P.A. chutes
Woomera Trikes
Various varios inc. Roberts and Ball
Blackhawk and Moyes harnesses
Glider tuning and repairs service
Plus many things that won't fit in the ad !

,

....-..~

Free FlIght

~

,/

SCHOOL OF HANG GLIDING

Ph (02) 450 2186
8 LAITOKI ROAD TERREY HILLS 2084

Ph (02) 522 8389
59 BELLINGARA RD. SYLVANIA 2224
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WAY.. HEY..BLOW THE MAN DOWN
I have wanted to learn to fly
a Hang Glider ever since I
heard about the sport in the
early 1970's when I thought
it was called Hand Gliding. I
became a student about five
years ago.
My first lessons involved
driving down to Byron Bay (a
40-45 minute drive) and
discovering that the wind
which had been perfect when
I left Lismore had either
become too strong or had
dropped off altogether.

closed and if you are a PRI or recent
PR2 and the wind isn't blowing South
East at between 10 and 20 knots, you
can forget it.

by Mike Crow

you would be justified in thinking that I
was a little sun struck to persist.

However, all was not lost. During one
of many conversations with other
pilots, I learned that there was a
There is a kind of "Catch-22"
superb site at Rainbow Beach, three
associated with the Hang Gliding that
hours drive North of Brisbane.
goes like this.
Rainbow Beach (it was said), had a
sand blow where you could
..-----------.....,r-----------~ launch and if the wind was
right you could stay up all day.
"This is it!" , I thought . "No
more 3.33 minute flight for me.
&JI'i\E1i(l\ES ~o
CAN BE A
This is my chance to beat
REAL BASTARD
Catch-22. If I can stay up long
CARL'
enough, I can hone my flying
skills to a fine edge and learn
to soar in lighter conditions."

\

As my family and work
commitments
grew,
I
watched
student
after
student graduate to their
flight "solo" off the top of the
hill at Tallows while I
continued running up and
down sand dunes.
The
years
rolled
on.
Something always seemed to be there
to block my progress. Children, work,
injuries ...
After a while, I decided that if I was
going to progress higher than the
dunes, I would need to own my own
hang glider. I acquired my first aircraft
with next year's car rego and was ready
to learn in earnest. But I still couldn't
seem to get more than 3 metres off the
ground.
Eventually I discovered that fate wasn't
really against me. I came to realise
that although I wanted to learn to fly
my hang glider almost more than
anything, I was scared stiff at the
thought of crashing into the ground
from a great height. This revelation
was very useful in helping me decide
to either put "learning to fly" up to the
top of my list of priorities or give it
away altogether. Thus, after nearly five
years, I had my first solo flight and
gained my PRI.
Then came about 9 months of difficult
weather. Tallows is about the only
beginners' site on the far North Coast
of N.S.W. since Lennox Head was

On an overcast Friday, we
loaded the car with gear, glider
and kids. Armed with my new
PR2 sticker, we began the drive
to Rainbow Beach.

1. "You need lots of airtime to improve

your flying skills", and
2. "you can't get a lot of airtime until
your flying skills have improved" .
So after logging six flights off the hill at
Tallows, I had accumulated 20 minutes

of air time at an average of 3.33
minutes per flight.
When you
consider that it takes:-45 minutes to drive to the hill
-30 minutes to unpack the glider,
carry it to the launch and set it up
-5 minutes to clip in, hang check,
walk to the ramp and wait for the right
launch conditions
-3.33 minutes to fly down to the

beach
-10 minutes to walk from, wherever I
happen to have landed, back to the
carpark
-10 minutes to pack the glider up
-IS minutes to walk back to the car
which is still up at the top of the hill
-5 minutes to drive back down to the
bottom car park to get my glider
-5 minutes to tie the glider to the top
of the car
-45 minutes to drive home

We got to Rainbow Beach at
about 4.00p.m. the next day
and set the tent up in the caravan park.
Then I walked around trying to find a
pilot to talk to about local conditions.
I walked into one shop and explained
what I wanted and was told to talk to
the owner of the local pub who was
"one of the original bird men". Roy
told me he used to "knock around at
Kurnell with Bill Moyes and a dozen
other peOple". When I asked him why
he gave it up, he told me that of the
original 14, he and Bill were the only
survivors.
I arrived at the car park and saw the
following sign:-

NOTICE TO HAND GLIDERS
LANDING IN THE BATHING AREA
IS PROHIBITED
My first flight went like this:-5 minutes to drive to the blow
-20 minutes to carry the glider and
gear along a bush track into the blow
-15 minutes to set up the glider
-5 minutes to do a hang check, clip in
and walk the glider to my intended
launch.
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-30 seconds to fly the glider down
to the beach
-30 minutes to carry the glider 1.5
Kms along the beach to the car park,
trying to beat the incoming tide
-5 minutes to pack the glider up
-10 minutes to carry the glider back
to the caravan park
-15 minutes to walk back to the top of
the hill and collect the car
-5 minutes to driv e the car back to
the caravan park
Apparently an "act of God" had caused
the winds to change just as I launched,
converting lift into sink and littering
the beach with pilots.

The next day I was so sore from 2 Kms
of carrying the Bandit that I didn't fly
at all.
My second and final flight was a day
later. "This is it!", I thought, "this time I
stay up until I'm ready to land. God is
on my side".
I launched and turned left to follow the
ridge.
''I'm sure I'm supposed to be going
up", I kept thinking as I glided down
and landed on the beach 2 minutes
later.
As I started the 1.5 Km walk back to the
carpark I remember looking up at
three gliders hanging in the sky and

PLANS FOR OZ WOMEN'S FL V-IN
FOR sometime
have had the idea of running an Australian
Women's Championships, as there is now a steadily growing
number of girls flying, throughout the country.
Often the word "competition" can be a little intimidating for the pilot who has just
acquired soaring and thermal skills, or first cross-country flights. But a
competition can be many things - a great way to learn for more experienced pilots;
an easy start to cross-country and mostly lots of fun meeting pilots from other
areas.
My aim is to help build confidence and experience in the women of hang gliding.
And, for the first time in Australia, bring together a strength of female pilots to
participate in a Fly-In. This would incorporate a good cross-country competition
for intermediate to advanced girls, smaller tasks for the less experienced and
generally get everyone into the air.
The site would have to accommodate all levels of skill, and be fairly central to all
girls. This is difficult considering the responses I have had from girls from
Adelaide to Cairns. With this in mind the Taree area is probably where the event
will take place, based around the North and Middle Brother mountains. Local pilot,
Lee Scott, tells me the conditions in April are excellent, when the winds are more
westerly than the predominant sea breezes earlier in the full summer season.
The Fly-In will be held over a one week period, hopefully having nightly talks by
experienced pilots on all aspects of hang-gliding i.e. thermalling, car, winch and
aero-towing to name a few.
Before any of this can become a reality I need positive feed-back. I am more a
competitor than an organiser, but I am willing to try if there is enough enthusiasm.
There is no need to want to be a competitive pilot, just a wish to meet and fly with
other women in the sport.
Every year in America there is a meeting called G.JW.H.F and WW.W. (Girls Just
Want to Have Fun and Women with Wings) . One of the best experiences I have
had so far in hang-gliding was in a cross country flight in France, therm-alling with
15 other girls for at least 50 kilometres from cloud base to cloud base.
All girls interested should contact me and tell me their ideas, It must be soon as
April is just around the corner! Any person wishing to help in anyway would be very
welcome. Hope to see you up there.
Toni Noud
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Home: (042) 942919. Write to: 13 Lady Wakehurst Drive,
Otford 2508, NSW.

wondering if I was being punished for
sins committed in an earlier life.
When I examined the day's events,
after some encouraging words from
the
other
pilots
about
"light
conditions", I decided that my problem
was a combination of light winds,
inexperience and what I choose to call
a "post 20's wing loading problem".
So these days you'll find me munching
on carrots and apples and waiting for
the wind to blow South East at 10-20
knots so I can continue my 3.33 minute
flights from the top of Tallows. But the
walk back to Tallows' car park never
seems quite as long as it used to.
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WORLD CROSS COUNTRY RECORDS
reprinted from the excellent Gazette La Mouette

WORLD (unofficial)
JOSEF BOSTIK (Cl)
WORLD(being officialized)
LARRY TUDOR(USA)
WORLD (official)
RANDY HANEY (CAN)
GERARD THEVENOT(F)
EUROPE
JUDY LEDEN (GB)
WOMEN
BETO SCHMIT (BR)
SOUTH AMERICA
SCANDANAVIA
STEINAR ALMELID (N)
TANDEM
L. TUDORIERI FUJITA (USNJ)

365km
349km
320km
262km
233km
192km
174km
165km

Owens Valley USA
Owens Valley USA
Golden BC Canada
Dijon, France
Owens Valley USA
Governador Valadores MG Brazil
Frya Norway
Owens Valley USA

1987
1987
1986
1985
1983
1986
1987
1985

JOSEF BOSTIK FLIES 227.69 MILES TO SET NEW WORLD RECORD
On June 30th 1987, just prior to the US Nationals in
Owens Valley, California, 23 yr. old Czech born US
resident, Josef Bostik, set a new unofficial (for lack
of a barograph) World Hang Gliding Open
Distance Record of 227.69 miles in 9hrs and 50 min.
on a Wills Wing HPII. Larry Tudor flying with
Bostik on the same day, managed to set a new

JOSEF BOSTIK (Cl)
RANDY HANEY
MARK NEWLAND
GERARD THEVENOT
MICHAEL WEINGARTNER(D)
FERNANDO GARCIA ROLDAN
OLEG NEDOPAKA
PATRICK LAVERTY
OLIN SCHOTOLA
HELMUT WALDER
HARALD ZIMMER
BETOSCHMIT
STEINAR ALMELID
FRANCO GARCIA
FREDDYYASBEK
TENHO SALMINEN
CHRISTIAN DURIF (F)
AHARONSAGI
BORUT HYPACH
YAKIMSTEFANOV
KENICHI OHMORI
DONAT BOSCH
JES FLYNN (GB)
MIKLOS OLTAI
IAN KIBBLEWHITE
C.H.CHANG
TOMAS SUCHANEK
NICOLAS JARMILLO
GRYB KRYSZTOT
FOLKE WIKBERG
RICARDO DACOSTA
SVEIN BJORN
PIERRE ST. GERMAIN
KURT GROTHJEAR
MICHAEL THEOCHARIS
IWAN DARMAWANN
BERNARD THEDIE

365km
320km
310km
262km
233km
230km
225km
216km
211 km
206km
203km
192km
174km
162km
154km
154km
152km
150 km
145km
144km
135km
130km
101 km
100km
89km
89km
81 km
75km
75km
69km
68km
64km
60km
45km
36km
20km
19km

Official FAI Distance Record for Declared
and Official Open Distance of 217 miles. The two
launched from Horseshoe Meadows on the Sierra
side of Owens Valley at 9.30am. Tudor declared
goal at Austin Airport at 6.30pm while Bostik
continued North, upwind, before landing an hour
later, 10 miles further toward Basle Mountain.

Owens Valley, Ca.
Golden, BC
Parkes, NSW
Dijon
Johannesburg
Arcones, Segovia
Yzum, Ukraine
Weatherfall, Yorkshire
Fiesch
lillertal
Serrig
Governador Valadores, MG
Frya
Andrate
Jocotitian
Vesivehmaa
Foum Tilicht
Gaza Strip
Pestotnik
Sorot
Mt Itajiki
Liechtenstein
Coronet Peak
Eger-Debrecen
Mount Leister
Santi man
lilina
Roldanillo

1987
1986
1985
1985
1985
1986
1984
1986
1985
1986
1986
1986
1987
1986
1984
1987
1987
1987
1985
1985
1987
1986
1986
1984
1987
1981
1986
1987

lar

1986

Are
Serra d'Estrelia
Ulvarsfell
Sept Meuses
Herning
Mt Mitsikeli
Puncak Jawa Barat
Jebel Ressas

1986
1985
1986
1984
1986
1985
1985
1985

USA
CANADA
AUSTRALIA
FRANCE
SOUTH AFRICA
SPAIN
USSR
ENGLAND
SWITZERLAND
AUSTRIA
GERMANY
BRAZIL
NORWAY
ITALY
MEXICO
FINLAND
MAROCCO
ISRAEL
YUGOSLAVIA
BULGARIA
JAPAN
LIECHTENSTEIN
NEW ZEALAND
HUNGARY
IRELAND
TAIWAN R.O.C.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
COLOMBIA
POLAND
SWEDEN
PORTUGAL
ICELAND
BELGIUM
DENMARK
GREECE
INDONESIA
TUNESIA
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by Denis Cummings
Ever since the invention of the
m odem hang glider, there have
been two classes of records.

in two cate~ories:
1. World
2. National

The first to appear, and which still
persist, were the "unofficial" records.
These were claimed for all sorts of
activities, including height of tow
highest balloon drop, duration flight on
a 30' hill etc., as well as usual categories
of height, distance and duration.
These records were claimed at a
National and World level, and were
recorded in great detail in the earlier
(and recent) hang gliding magazines
and other publications.

and in two classes:1. Single place hang gliders
2. Multi-place hang gliders

These reports are some of the most
interesting records of the progression
of our sport.
However, in 1976, the FAI brought out
the first (provisional) sporting code for
hang gliders. This code laid down the
rules for World and National badges
and records, and rules for World
Championships.
This first code
allowed only four types of records.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Straight Distance
Straight Distance to Goal
Out-and-Return Distance
Gain of Height

In addition, a separate classification
was allowed for feminine records,
where "the pilot and any crew are of
the feminine sex".
These "become
activated with the first successful
claims made after August 1st, 1976".
The formal introduction of this
Sporting Code included rules for the
control of records and record attempts barographs for flight verification,
control of attempts by official
observers,
and
registration
and
verificaiton of records.
In Australia, the first record attempts
were made in 1980 by Ron Grey, Ian
Robinson and Andrew Rennie, at the
Great Australian Bight, S.A. On 27th
November, 1980, Ron Grey flew 101
miles in an EF6. This was accepted as
the first Australian national record, but
unfortunately for Ron, overseas pilots
had already exceeded his distance,
and his flight was not eligible for a
World Record.

WHY WE NEED OFFICIAL RECORDS
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On 29th January, 1983, Wes Hill flew
the first "Distance to Goal" Australian
Record of 300.7 km, in the Owens
Valley, U.S.A. (Note: The National
record can be done in any country.
The pilots nationality counts).
In January 1984 Denis Cummings flew
from Mt. Buffalo to set the first "Gain
in Height" Australian Record of 2,437
metres.
Since the 1976 Code, additional classes
and types of hang gliding records have
been added.
There are now two
classes of hang glider:1. Weight shift control only, and
2. Gliders having an additional
moveable control surface or surfaces.
Additional!Yl2§ of records are:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Distance over a triangular course
Speed around 25km triangle course
Speed around 50km triangle course
Speed around 75km triangle course
Speed around 100 km triangle
course
6. Speed around 150 km triangle
course
Now with all eleven types and four
classes over two classifications, there
can be eighty eight (for females) or
forty four (for males) National and
World Records.
Many still remain
unclaimed, especially in the feminine,
two-place and controlled surfaces
areas. Current Australian and World
Records are listed overleaf.
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FAI AUSTRALIAN
, RECORDS

FAI WORLD RECORDS
as at 1.11.87

as at 1.11.87

Out and Return Distance

WEIGHT SHIff

Straight Distance
Denis Cummings
Magic III

J. Lori, USA

172.08km
20.11.84

Straight Distance to Goal
Valerie Wallington
Magic III

118.09km
4.1.85

Out-and-Return Distance
Steve Moyes
Moyes GTR 162

300.7 km
25.6.86

UP Comet

124.52km
lS.7.83

Gain in Height
P. Pfeiffer, USA
UP Mosquito

3,291.84 m
12.6.79

Distance Around Triangle
Denis Cummings
SO.83km
29.12.85
Magic III
Speed Around Triangles
2skm
Denis Cummings
16.2.86
SOkm
Denis Cummings
2.1.87

Foil 165
31.S3 kph

Gain of Height
Denis Cummings
Magic III

3,902m
21.11.84

Magic III
lS.6 kph

FEMININE RECORDS
Straight Distance
J. Leden, UK
Duck

233.9 km
13.7.83

Straight Distance to Goal
V. Wallington, Australia
Magic III

118.09km
4.1.85

These are the Official FAI Records. It
is not unusual to know of longer, higher
or faster feats having been done.
The demands for regulation of record
attempts often becomes too much of
an imposition on the free spirit of
many hang glider pilots.
Denis Cummings
HGFA FAI Co-Ordinator

FEMININE RECORDS
WEIGHT SHIff

Straight Distance
Valerie Wallington
Magic III

118.09km
4.1.85

Straight Distance to Goal
Valerie Wallington
Magic III

118.09km
4.1.85

Gain in Height
Valerie Wallington
Magic III

2,SOSm
4.1.86
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Pictured: The CARRERA EVEREST GLACIER sunglasses with C 100 lenses
which protect in extreme light conditions (eg. at great heights)

CARRERA, A NAME SYNONYMOUS WITH SPORTS
FRAMES AND GOGGLES, HAVE CREATED A RANGE OF
SUNGLASSES FOR MEN AND WOMEN.
The new CARRERA range of sunglasses are suitable for both summer and winter
activities. Whether you enjoy hang gliding (of course), skiing, playing tennis, or
just being a spectator - CARRERA have your perfect sunglasses.
All CARRERA sunglasses are designed for optimum vision and safety and
protect the eyes with a range of different lenses to suit all conditions :
It offers
CR39 CARRERA Vision Lens - the everyday, all purpose lens.
optimum resistance to scratching; has high breakage and heat resistant
and perfect optical qualities. It is also extremely lightweight.
Lens - eliminates most reflective glare from
horizontal surfaces, eg water, sand and snow. The Polarised-Ever-Clear
is especially suited for summer skiing and mountain tours.
Carrera

POLARISED

C-Reflex Polycarbonate MIRROR Lens - is especially designed for sports,
because it is absolutely breakproof. The mirror coating fades out towards
the centre, forming an 'eye-slit' for vision, with no glare from above or below.
Carrera PHOTOCHROMIC Lens - is excellent for changeable conditions, because the lens darkens and lightens extremely fast, according to light conditions.

All Carrera sunglasses offer total (100 %) protection from
ultra-violet B (the burning rays).
Available from selected optical outlets, department stores,
ski shops and boutiques, nationally.
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no matter how well you had judged a
long final designed to come in low over
When performing figure
the trees.
eights in order to manipulate yourself
into a field, the most important turn is
not the last turn onto final, but the one
from last tum.

SAFE LANDINGS
Reprinted in part from
Whole Air Magazine

REAliTY
We all know that it is a fact of flying
that many strange, uncomfortable and
unpredictable things can happen
between 200 feet and the ground.
Most landing approaches entail last
minute modifications to cope with the
unexpected.
The most obvious of
these are related to lift, sink, and other
kinds of turbulence. But they also
include wind gradient, wind shadow,
and others.

o

Fig 1

"Aircraft" approach.

THE ABSOLUTE RULE OF
LANDING APPROACHES
Below 200 feet never let the perimeter
of the field be out-of-reach of your
worst possible glide angle - in fact,
you
should
stay WITHIN
the
perimeter of the field for total safety.
LANDING APPROACHES
Two types of landing approaches
satisfy our rule. One is an "aircrafttype" approach which never strays
from the perimeter of the field . The
other is simple to perform figureeights over the downwind end of the
field, turning onto final when the
appropriate altitude is reached. This is
shown in Figures 1 and 2 . But consider
the case where severe sink, or a major
misjudgement of altitude, becomes
apparent between points 'B' and 'C'. In
such a situation the only option
remaining open is a downwind landing.
The pilot who at low altitude suddenly
is confronted with the necessity of
quickly altering and then carrying out
a vastly modified flight plan has, at the
very least, an anxious time on his or
her hands. One now realizes how apt is
the name "aircraft-type" approach. It
is more correctly named because it is
ideally suited to powered aircraft,
where variations in lift or sink can be
compensated for by changes in power
setting.
APPROACHES TO VERY
CONFINED LANDING AREAS
The best way to get the lowest into a
short field is to do figure eights until
one of the passes brings you below the
tops of the trees (see Figure 4). When
you now turn onto final you will be
lower than you could ever have been

Fig 2: "Figure of Eight" approach.
Tricky, but safe and sure.
Check airspeed continually

Oh. No!!
Low enough,

Fig 3

Common error is to creep
windward and run out of room.
Practice doing linked 270s over
two spots.

A NOTE OF FIGURE EIGHT
APPROACHES
In a light wind the distinction between
180's and figure eights comes in clearly.
Figure eights are not merely 180's; they
are multiple 270's,alternating in
directions. And on top of all this you
have to do them at what is probably
the most turbulent spot in the vicinity,
where all the thermals will most likely
be leaving the field, and close to the
ground, trees, and wires as well.
Executing a good approach in these
circumstances is not easy for a Novice
pilot. It should also be noted that the
narrower the field the tighter the figure
eights must be, the higher the bank
angle, and the further away from the
field you will be pointing on the
downwind segments of the figure eight.
What this means is that executing a
good approach in the conditions
specified is difficult. and anything that
is difficult requires much practice to
perfect.
The only really safe place to practice
steep, tight 270's is at altitude - when
the pilot is well clear of all other pilots
and other obstacles - in preparation
for when he is confronted with a really
tight landing field in a light wind.
IN SUMMARY
Below 200 feet, never stray outside the
perimeter of the landing field.
Be aware of your airspeed constantly.
Time your one-from-Iast turn correctly.
Get enough practice approaches at a
local site so that you feel completely
with
figure
eight
comfortable
approaches before venturing further
afield.
These are by no means the only ways
to set up a landing. But they are tried
and tested methods.
Reading about landing is one thing doing them consistently safely is
another so practise, practise, practise.
Good luck and good judgement.

Fig 4

Approach to confined field
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Dear Sue,
I consider the new Rating System a
commendable step in grading our pilots
and maintaining a high level of
theoretical and legal "job knowledge" of
our sport.
What I have not seen is a concise
lay-out of "answers" to the many
questions. The questions are great but
now I want the proper answers to
digest.
I want them ~ We all got the very
good Handbook about five years ago
but since then mainly Questions,
Questions (so far as I've seen anyway).
We're not schoolchildren or University Students to run about seeking
the books of knowledge and its not a
wise idea to accept what a couple of
club know-ails may think the answers
are .. .etc etc.
So rather than the blind leading the
blind why can't HGFA ask some
knowledgable soul to provide the
answers. Then we'll read them and then
we'lI.illl know. And that's a good idea.
Intellectually Starved
John Allen
Dear Sue,
I found one of the comments made
by Gordon Bretag in his letter in
November 'Skysailor' quite amazing.
He suggests that the answers to all the
rating questions be published so "we
can all study them" Study? Surely
Gordon means "memorise"?
Since
when has any field of academic pursuit
provided students with a list of answers
to the questions which will be asked in
the exam? If we publish the list of
answers, there's no point asking the
questions! My idea of 'study' is to
research, learn, analyse, ask questions
(of 'teachers') and then formulate the
answers. There are any number of
sources to which hang glider pilots can
refer to learn the answers in the theory
texts ego our own handbook, any hang
gliding book (of which there are many to
be found in public libraries), Pagan
books, Government publications such
as maps and weather charts, more
experienced pilots etc. As the learning
process should co-incide with a pilot's
progress through the sport, it should
not be unnecessarily time consuming or
arduous but rather, as I have found
over the past 11 years, a rewarding and
enjoyable challenge.
Yours
Martyn Yeomans 11984
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Dear Sue,
Your
November
issue
photo
sequence of how not to loop a hang
glider, also shows why a Bullet Remote
Operated Parachute System is safer
than the normal hand deploy.
The Bullet is the only system
designed for aerobatics it is faster by
many seconds and easier to operate.
We will have Bullet systems
available for the Free-Style Competition
at Stanwell Park for competitors to fit to
their gliders.
Blue Skies.
John Mahaffy
Marketing Director
P.A. Safety Equipment
Dear Sue,
As part of my rating exam I realised I
needed to buy a couple of WACs (World
Aeronautical Charts). So I called into
the DoA, 101 Currie St Adelaide as
shown on page 4.7 of my pilots handbook. The Dept informed me they no
longer sold WACs but gave me the
address where I would be able to buy
the charts I required. The address is as
follows:
The Pilots Shop (Aviation Bookshop)
201 , Gouger St, Adelaide 5000. SA
Tel211 8997.
The cost for each chart is now $2.
Hope the above will be of help to the
members.
Regards
Bill Thorneywork.

r--------------------------------NEW SOUTH WALES
VICTORIA
MABS 150 (PR1) Red LE, gold panel, red TE. Great
condition. Genuine 6 hours airtime. $1300. Suit
beginner.
Moyes POD Harness (med) Grey with black webbing.
Perfect condition used twice on~. $400.
Ph. Jan (051) 275190 AH.
MABS 190 (PR1) Suit new glider buyer. Excellent
condition, hardly flown - priced to sell. Owner going
O.S. $1100.00 Phone: (03) 518938 or (055) 943376

QUEENSLAND
TRIKE GT 210 WING, 2 Seat Rotax Bombardier
Water c~oIed, (30 hrs) electric start, instruments. '
Professlonal~ bUilt A very easy to f~ trike. $5500
PROBE 11175 (PR3) Speed bar, VB, yellow and white.
Very good condition, flies well. $1000
P.A. Cocoon Harness, yellow 5'10" - 6'. $200
P.A. Bullet Parachute, never opened. $400
Capricorn Hang Gliding and Trike Training School
99 Rockhampton Road
Yeppoon Old 4703
WANTED: GT 190 or similar (not sandwich)
Phone: Mark (079) 394106

FOIL 155 (PR3) Good cond., easy to fly. Gcod
handling and performance. TOP GUN decal on
undersurface (may be removed). Urgent sale to pay
for new 160 Racer. Will freight Interstate free.
$1300 ono. Ph Kel Minters (049) 25833.
COASTAL TOURER 145 (PR1) Only 10-12 hours
alrtlme,.excellent cond: White LE, orange and yellow
mainsail. Looks good In air. Urgent sale. $1300
Kathy McClure BH (043) 246600
AH (043) 694848.
VARIO - Afro 8000 Owens Valley - best reasonable
offer.
Denis Gilbert (065) 420 705 BH (065) 724 870 AH
FOIL 165 (PR3) Full Racer, early model $1500 or
best offer.
Denis (065) 724747
COCOON HARNESS· Suit pilot around 5'10". Flush
parachute container and ballast bag, good condition.
$100. Phone: (02) 958 8261 (AH)
TRIKE 250cc Robin 6063 T8 Alloy. Single Seat 2 to
1 reduction. 2 props. $1200 or will separate pcwer
plant from trike. $600 each.
Phone: Peter (062) 974168
SABRE 1n (PR3) white, lIE blue sail, speed bar
compensator $1100. Jap OK barograph. Ink paper
type new $300. Half share automatic dual drum winch small, compact with tension gauges. Work well.
Phone: 580 8195

